CONCENTRATION IN CONSULTING

Overview
The Consulting Concentration aims for students to learn effective ways of solving business problems by developing skills to anticipate, address, and resolve challenges in managing organizations. Students will learn consulting skills to analyze data, conduct research, work effectively on team-based projects, and persuasively communicate ideas.

Students can pursue consulting at the Rose Hill campus as a:

- Primary concentration in Consulting with a focus in one of the following:
  - Management
  - Strategy
  - IT
  - Marketing
- Secondary concentration in Consulting with a focus in one of the following:
  - Management
  - Strategy
  - IT
  - Marketing

Students can pursue management at the Lincoln Center campus as a:

- Dual concentration in Consulting with a focus in one of the following:
  - Management
  - Strategy
  - IT
  - Marketing
- Secondary concentration in Consulting with a focus in one of the following:
  - Management
  - Strategy
  - IT
  - Marketing

Students and alumni in this field have held jobs and internships at:

- PwC
- Deloitte
- Grant Thornton
- Gartner
- GE Capital
- KPMG Advisory
- EY
- Duff and Phelps
- Stryker Corporation
- Johnson & Johnson
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